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Summary and Cdbclusions
.

r

. The clearly enunciated approach of the Soviet leader'ship for meeting
the long:term future is firmly based on the application of the achievement4
of sCience andltechnology in.ali areas of development of the bases of state
power. I

An integral part of this doctrine is the reStructuring of the
skill levels of the labor force--a qualitative approach which is intended
to provide the most effective avenue to the quantitative improvements in
the eConomic sphere. The Soviet Union has made rem4kable strides in its
goal of raising the quality of its work force to bring about the scientific
and technological'fiansformayon of the economy.. The level of educational
attainment of the population is measured by number of years of,training :com-

pleted bas risen from 5.9 years in 1960 to 8.7 years in 1977, and is'pro-
jected to rise to 9.9 years by 1985. '(See Appendix Table L).

When these data are compared to data for the United States, there is '
still a significant disparity, especially in terms of percentage of population
who have completed a higher education'(15.4 percent of total population in the
U.S. with four or more years of college as opposed to 6..7 percent in the
Soviet Union having completea approximately 5 years of higher eduCation).The
distfibution of the Soviet population at the higher levels of educatiOn, how-
ever,

than

into

is

is

the

far

th

fl.lture.

more heavily skewed toward the scientific and technical fields
t of the United States. This emphasis can be expected to continue

PI,'

This report has attempted to describe some of the general characteristics
of the educational system of,the USSR in contrast to that of the United States,
particularly insofar as such characteristice affect the training offered
by the two'systems in science and engineering. The foliowing general comments
can be made., / .

0-,
. N

U.S. elementary school students. (grades K-6) receive slightly more hours
per week in science training than do Soviet elementuy'school students,
but total hours devoted to mathematics at these grades is consideriably
below the average for tne Soviet Union.,

The Soviet secondary,schooAurriculum is quite accelerasted ip science
anclmathematics as compared with_most.,curricula in U.S. high schools.
The entire school population is exposed to. the mathematics-science
oriented curriculum in SOviet secondary schools rather than only
selected students as is the case in the United States. Thus, in'
general, the Soviet secondary sEhool graduate has's flr better train-
ing in mathematics and scienct than does his U.S. counterpart.

The Soiet Union has developed a type of educatIontha seconftry
specialized school--that provides technical-applied training at the ,

secondat, education level and is the principal source of the technical
cadre that works under the direction of graduates of higher education,
partic4arly in the engineering fields. Over'one million students
are graduated from secondary specialized schools annually. There is
no equiv'slent type of training in the United States.

There is a Rajor caveat regarding the study results: The U.S. has little
direct gacess to classified Soviet research and development activities pri-
mail in the military sector. For that reason, a,direct comparison of both
t number and quality of all engineers and all scientists is not possible.
n addition, some Soviet education and training in military fields is highly .

classified, further limiting the.universe of comparison. This study eherefore
excluded the military sector.

.



The percentage of Soviet secondary school graduates admitted to hii.t..er

educational establishments has been consistently declining since 19b5, '

so that by 1979 only about one out of every four secondary schrsr-

paduates was admitted to higher'.education.. In the United States, by

\ .
contrast, about 75 percent of all high school graduates enter

higher educational institutions.

While the United States has a greater proportion Of secondary school '

graduates entering higher,gducational institutions than does the ,

Soviet Union, attrition rates ire much higher. About 80 percent uf

those admitted to higher educational esfablishments in thy Soviet Cnion

complete their undergraduate education and receive a diploma, whereas

only 55 percent of those students=who enroll in U.S. colleges gc on rtc

receive their bachelqrs degrees.

A marked difference in Soviet'and U.S. higher education is the hea"..

Soviet concentration an narrow occupational training. The extre7-..-1:

narrow,specializaiion characteristic orSoviet higher educational
training has often been. faulted for its failure in providing scientist

with the ability to master new knowledge, assimilate new research

methods, and cope with technological change. In addition, such

narrowly specialiirri:Iining is highly susceptible to obsolescence

and has for this reason been the subject of frequent Controversy in

the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, this basic pattern of Soviet higher

education has remait3ed fundamentally the 'same since the 1960s.

Although in the d 1960s full-time instruction in higher education

was given tncreesed .emphasis over part-time instruction, approximately

40 percent Of Soviet enrollment in higher educational establishments

is still in evening and correspondence programs, the quality of which

is generally conceded to be substintially below that of full-time

programs.

As a percent of college age population 1 0, the United States had

about tines.the number of student en 'lled et higher edu-

cOonal institutions as did the Sbviet n, and ad about one-.and-

on4-half times as many total graduations of the 22 year old popula-

tion. lhowever, in the engineering fields, the Soviet Union graduated

almost 6 times the'number of specialists at the undergraduate level as

ctid the United States, a difference which is substantial even allowing

for the probablyjnferior instruction.of approximately one-third of

the Soviet-engineering graduates who were enrolled in part-time programs.

The level of attainment of science and engineering graduates of fulg-

,
time programs in Soviet higher educational estabfishments appears tb

be about the same as, or occasionally higher than the level of attain.:

ment oT science or engineering graduatei at the bachejors level'in the

United States.

About 75 percent of Soviet graduate Student (aspirant) enrollment is

in the sctence and engineerin$ fields. The percentage of total U..5.

masters and doctorate enrollant in these fields has been steadily

declining since 1960, and was about 20 percent in 1974 (the latest

year for which comparare Soviet data are available).t

iii



e The Soviet Union and the United States now have approximately the
same number of specialists with advanced degrees (Candicfateof

Science or Doctor of Science' in the USSk and doctorate degrees
in the U.S.). However, thp Soviet Union has more specialists'with
advanced degrees in_the physical and life sciences than does the
United States, and has more than twice Ole number of engineers with
advanced degrees. The United States leads the Soviet Union in the
number of spesialiSts with adlianced degtees in only the social
Sciences and humanities. /

1

Thus,. Soviet educatIon is much more strongay oriented toward the
scientific and technical fields than is that of the United States. Doubt

can be raised, howeveras to the 7staying pow4r" of this education. While

the high degrsee of SYecialization and applied Aunctional orientation of the
Soviet,higher educational process may be an asst in the development of
specialists with the ability to attain the short-term technological targets
of the Soviet economic plan, the more flexcble,'Itheoretical, broader-based
education received in U.S. higher educational iristitutions may produce
specialists who are better prepared to meet the longer term goals of a
society with an ability to innovate, an adaptability to technological change,
and a gr,eater latitude for interfield mobility as' the demands of the econom:.

change.

1.6
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The Structure of Education in the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

Thd contrast between ihe U.S. and Soviet educational structures clearly

_reflects the differences in'the-goals, and objectives of education within the

two political/economic systems. The Soviet educational structure is essentially

designed to provide educated persons to the labor pool for the national economy.

To meet those requirements, the U.S.S.R. has established a national structure of

education, with standardized curricula and common examination procedures. This

contrasts directly with the U.S. system which is neither centralized nor stand-

ized (although there are general characteristics which tebd to permeite the

system), and where the goals of the individual are of equal or greater importance

than those of the state.

The structure of the Sovie0educational process reflects the regime's

response to changing Soviet demography and changing,requirements of the Soviet

economy. Economic and demographic problems have forced the U.S.S.R. to base its

future economic well-being on rapid technological change and higher efficiency.

Thus, Soviet general education is designed to get students inp the work force

at an early age with sufficient science and mathematics background to permit them

to function productively in a.changing high-technology economy. The Soviet

leadership makes available to its citizens many Opportunities for education and

'training during both their pre-employment and post-employment years, and attempts,

to ensure that the best students are admitted to higher educational institutions

and eventually to graduate training.

Figure 1 depicts the general structures of the U.S. and Soviet educational

systems. Both systems start fOrmalized education at the age of 6-7 aAd

higher educetion by age 21-22.. Each.is based on the concept of compulsory

elementary and secondary-education to ages 15-16 and each has a high degree of

Participation in the educational process. The U.S. system, however, has a more

general hierarchical structure, with a broader curriculum in which specialization

does not take place until higher education. In the Soviet system, on'the other

hand, specialization begins to occnr at the specialized secondary school and in

the extensive network of vocational-technical schools, or at about 16 years of

age. This specialization continues into higher education.

General Education--Elementary and SeCondary

The most dramatic difference between the educational systems of the Soviet

Union and the United,States is with regard to their curriculums--particularly the

general educational curriculuni which spans grades 1-10.1 As the curriculum at

these grades is the basis upon which subsequent curricula are built, it should be..

reviewed in some detail.

Figure 2 surmiiarizes the Soviet curriculum for'grades 1-10, breaking it down

'sas the Soviet schools do into primary)(grades 1-3), incomplete.secondary \grades

4-8) and general secondary (grades 9-10),education. Perhaps,the greatest/contrast

between U.S. and Soviet curricula at this level is the Soviet emphasis on science

and mathematics and rhe grades at which they are introdOced. Mathematics is

Introduced.at grade 1, biology at grade 5, physics at grade 6, and chemistry'at

grade 7. At the terminal point in the "incomplete secondary rraining" (grades

1-8), .all students have already completed eight years of mathematics, three years°

In some Republics where instruction it vat in Russian, an eleventh grade may

be, added to ensure that students ire proficient in Russian upon completion of

- their general education.

r 1
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The Structure of Education in the Soviet Union and the United States
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Subjects
,

. Grades I

Primary School

..

II III IV V

Eight-Year School

.

VI VII VIII

10-Year
tqmplete
Secondaty

Scho.ol

IX X

Total
Weekly
Ho..irs

'. ,

Russian language 12 11 10 6 6 4 3 2 - - f..4

Literature - - - 2 , 2 2 2 3 4 3 18

Mathematics 6 '6 6 6 6 6 f6 6 6 514 57.5

History - - - 2 2 2 2 1 4 3 18

Basics of Soviet - - r - - - - 1 -
,

1

Government & Law .

Social Science - - - - - - -' 2

Natural Science - 1 2 1 - - - - - - g 4

Geography - - - - 2 3 2 2 2 - 11

Biology - - - - 2 2 2 2 1 2 11

Physics - - - - - 2 2 3 4 4 '5 15 5

Astronomy - - - - - - - 1 1

Drawing - - - - - - 1 1 - - 2

Foreign ranguage - 3 2 2 l' - 1 1 14

Chemistry , - - - - - - 2 2 3 3 10

Fine Arts 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - 6

Singing and Music 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - 7

Physical Training 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20

Manual Training 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 24

Primary military
tra,ning

- - , - - - - -
.

2 2

.

; 4 .

.

Total required 24 24 24 27 29 *29 29 30 32 32

courses

.

,

.

,

Elective courses 2..
3 4 4 13

Grand Total .

.

Source -Courtesy Of Professor Nicholas DeWitt, National Academy of Science, National Reserch
Council, forthcoming report on Science Education in the USSR.

,

1.
. .. .

Oigure 2 TYPICAL USSR GMERAL EDUCATION SCHOOL CURRICULUM
(GRADES 1-10). PROPOSED FOR 1980;81

.



of physic), and two years df chemistry. It addition, the Soviet student.hai had

five years of foreign,language training. Those students electing to enter the

general secondary curriculum (grades 9-10), will continue the mathematics4cience

oriented program. Those students entering specralized secondary institutions
will focus on those mathepatics and science disciplines which are most appropriate

for their field of speciaVzation. .

The average number of hours per week devoted to mathematics, science, and
social studies in the elementary school in the U.S. and, the U.S.S.R. are shown

below: ,

,PM # U.S. U.S.S.R. U.S. UtS.S.R.

Grade Rarke K-3 1-3 4-6 , 4-6

Mathematics .2 6.0 3.7

Science 1.6 1.0 2.9 2.3

Social Studies , 1.8 v*3.3 1.7

U.S. elementary school students receive slightly more hours per week in science

training than do Soviet elementary students. The accelerated training in mathe-'

matics in the Soviet Union at the elementary grades, however, is in sharp contrast
to the time spent on these subjects in U.S. elementary schools. 'Although the

lementary schools iecreases in grades 4-6 as

comparedwith grades 1-3, total hours devoted to mathematics are still consider-
ably below tfie average for the Soviet Union during the same gracLes.

The Soviet mathematics curriculum piovides thestudent who'terminates his

training at grade 8 with two years of'algebra and plane geometry., If the student

continue's through grades 9 and 10, he will have completed two additional years of

algebra and two years of calculus. ThiS curriculum applies to all students in

these grades. Findings from a sample survey in the U.S. show that over'56 percent

of the school systems require no or only one Mathematics course-for graduation.

Changing enrollment patterns for courses in secondary schools in the U.S. do seer

to reveal, hOwever, more and better mathematics training for some tildents,

especially advanced college-bound students; these students Renerally complete a

calculus course and perhaps a course in probability and statistics. For most

students the general level of education in the United States seems to provide at

least some training in general mathematics, geometry, and algebra (basic and

advanced).

In terms of the amount of time spent on science instruction after grade 6,

there is also a sharp contrast between the Soviet and U.S. ichool program. In

the junior high schools and senior high schools in fhe U.S. sciehce instruction

is offered through courses, which are generally offered o a,full year basis.

The most common science courses offered in irades 7-9 in descending order are:

general science, earth science, life science, physical science, and biology.

General science is the o4ly science course offered by more than 50 percent of all

the schools with grades 7-9. In grades 10-12, the most frequently offered courses

are; biology, chemiltry, and advanced biology. However, only a few students take

chemistry and very,few of only the most able students take physics,

The sharp contrast-lbetween the Soviet 10-year school curriculum and the broader

American elementary-secondary education reflects in part the general differences

between the American and the European educational system, after which the Soviet

Union modeled its curriculum. .As opposed to the European system, however, the

See.,"The Status of Pre-College Science, Mathematics and Social Studies Educa-

tional Practices in U.S. Schools", NSF-SE-78-71. n

4
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,

mathematics and science eiphasis of the Soviet*educaxional system is not-tailore.:

to selected students but to the,entire school population.. Thus, all students_are

exposed to the mathematits-science oriented curriculum;
'some excel and go on

the system to h9ther education, othgrs are chhnneled into specialized seCond;ry cr .

vodatfonal-technical school and some simply terminate their,eddcation and enter

the labor force. .

'Soviet educational policy has the objettive 'during the first eight years of

the educational prog-ram of
enSuring-that the future labor force is e*posed to sci-

enoe and tatheatics irv,order to facilitate the Soviet goal of rapid transformation

of%shl econdmy to a scientific-technIcal base. Thiv''goal is Also Cónsistent with

the requirement for'befter trained ind more
technologically-oriented persons ,tn

.fal the ranks of the Solfoiet military-r However, comparative statements on science

and mathematics training in the'U.S. and, U.S.S.R. should not be.allowed to totally

eclipse some important arguments forthe well rounded, more diveise curriculum

which is important to the ineillectUal and social development of studenta who w:1:

live in an interfrelated,
multi-cultural world. xIn addition, the mathematics/

science orientation of the Soviei,ggnaTai curriculum does not necessaOly result

iti a high-level Of competency amorig the total populatton. The evidence présen:"

In the Soviet Uterature suggests that'the quality of instruction is mit unifor-'"

good'. For instance, there Is a Wide disparity in the.quality of instruction in

urban as opposed to Dural schobls'and in the gsFsik, as opposed to the southern.

non-Russian republics. In addition, Soyiet student/teacher ratios for grades

are high by U.S. standards, with 30-'40 students-for each teacher, and Soviet scncoAs

sti/l.have wblems with facilities'', particularly laboratories. 'In general, how- ./

ever, Sovi'et secondary school students receive a far better preparation in scit7c,

and mathematics than ao theirT.S. counterparts.

.
Transition frbm Incomplete to Complete SecOndary Education

Soviet students have fOurprincipal options upon completion of grades 1-8

(see'figurl 1). One option is to continue general secondary education to prepare

forthe entrance examinations fOr higher educailOnal institutions. A second is

to enter the Specialized secondary institutions which provide the student with

the final tWo years of secondary education plus two to three additional years in

'specialized post-secondary instruction. The curricula of these institutions prepare

the student As a,teohnician in' one of a number of specialties' which,will permit

him to be employed Within the pertinent sector of.the ecbnomy. A third option is

vocationdl-technical education. The curricula for vocational-technical instftutions

focus on the training of skilled manpower. The system provides course work to

complete ,ha secondary.educational
prograrCif the student has not already donejo

as well aS specific training in vocational-technical fields. Under .the fourth cptici,

students, particularl those whpse academic-performance has not heen up to standards- ---

' OD who elect for a variety of reasons not to pursue the other options (for instanCe,

youth in rural sections 1,f the U.S.S.R.), enter
ditectiy into the labor force as

unskilled workers.

.

General seconda:;--e>Utition has historically been the educational path for

students desiring to go directly into higher education. However, the percentage

of graduate5of general seCondary education actually admitted to higher iducational,

estab4shments has been falling from 63.7 percent in_1965 to 25.9 P ercent in 1979

(see Appendix Table 3). Those general secondary
sthool graduates who were no,

admitted to,higher educational establishment's entered either specialized secondary

schools, sought
voeational-technical training; or in some cases eimply awaited

another opportunity to take entrtice examinations while neither inschoo). nor in

the laborlorce. Soviet educatiinal speolalists have been critical of students

remaining outside the labor force while seeking 'admission to higher education,

and authorities have attempted to make alternative educational options attractive.

Id

5
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Hcwever, in the Soviet society, upwaN, mobility Within the system is dependent

upon education, and\a diploma froM a highef'educational instifution opens up

oppoitunities for Mobility.

Specialized Secondary.Schools

Specialized secondagy schools are quite different, botA conceptually and

organizationally,:"from institutlions in the United States. These schools provide

technical.training to.both'eighth and tenth grade graduates and offer both full-

tithe and part-time programs. In 1977, there were 4.t million persons in special-

ized secondary schools, 62-percent of whom (Jere f411-time itudents. Specialized

secondary schools graduate persons in.a Ade range.of specialties. The curriculum

for the eighth grade entrants involves about 7 percent technical-aPplied training

and the programis about four years in duration. Zenth grade graduate entrants

are,trained in:technical skills-and their programs are between 1 1/2 to 2 1/2

years in duration, depending on the technical specialties.
. .

SpeCialized secondary schoof graduates are iLe principal source'of middle -

level personnel in Soviet,industry, and form,the'technical cadre that generally

works under the direction of graduates of higher education, particularly in the

engi.neering fields. The Sovietregime has emphasized this type of training in

order to infuse the economy and. its ass9ciated research and development institutes

with a trained cadre of scientific and technical workers.

Appendix Table 4 shows the numbd of students enrolled and graduated from

Soviet specialized secondary schools by specialty frmm1960-1979. Specialized secondary

programs are likely to continue to expand, although demographic factors will

probably slow the rate of increase and the number and kinds of specialties will

probabay change. In,recent years, the specialty with the highest growth rate

tn enrollment and graduation has been economics, while there has .been little

change in enrollment 'and graduation in the engineering specialties. The increase

in economics reflects the increased emphasis in industry on effective planning

and efficiedt, production techniques.

' The types of education in the United States that are most comparable to

Soviet specialized education are those of the associate engineering programs in

technological colleges and the specialized technical training included in,prac-

tical nursing, laboratory technician, and mechanical -technologist programs. In

the case of associate engineers, 27 to 3-year pr9,1ams have often been undertaken

by personS desiring to enter 4-year engineering schools; some persons do not seek

admission to 4-year colleges or universities and terminate their training with

an associate degree of engineering.

Higher Education

Higher education in the Soviet Union is highly functionally oriented, and

essentially involves narrow specialized training designed to serve practical, '

applied ends. The stbdent'S field of study at a higher educational establishment

is designated by the term "4pecialty". Students choose a-specialty at the time

they apply for admission to a higher educational establishment, and, once admitted,

follow a rigidly defined program of study preparing them3for a professional

occupation in that specialty. Professional specialization in the U.S.S.R. is

considered to be far more pronounced than in alMost khy other country in the

world. In contrast to the liberal arts and other non-professionally oriented

programs common in American colleges and univeraities, higher educational programs

in the Soviet Union are all
professionally'oriented, involving a deiree of special-

ization even greater than that'in the funetionally-oriented courses of study in

professional Schools in the United .States.
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Currently, there are 1t-tut 360 specialties offered by Soviet higher

,educationai establishments. Thez.,e are combined in 22 different specialty

groups, whkh in turn are organized according to five branches: engineering-

industrial, agriculturdl, socio-economic, health and medicine, and education and

cultural, Mechanical engineering and instrument construction, for example, is

a specialty group within the engineering-industrial branch; within the mechanical

engineering group, 'there ar 46 different specialties (such as semi-conductor
electro-vacuum engineering, mining machinery and outfits, boiler construction

and hydro-aerodynamics) which constitute the student's actual field of study.

Over 200 of the specialties Offered in Soviet higher educational establishments

are in the engineering-industrial branch. \

:The extremely narrow specialization characteristic of Soviet higher educational

training has often been faulted for its failure in providing scientists with he
ability to master neW,'knowledge, assimilate new research methi2ds, snd cope with

technological change. In addition, such narrowly specialized training is highly
susceptible to obsolescence Snd has for this reason been the subject of frequent

controversy:' Most recently, the need for more flexible curricula and greater
emphasis on general theoretical background in the training of "broad-spectrum"

sp$i+alists was called for in a decree'on higher education %sued in July of 1979.

Detpite the debate that has often surrounded the issue of whether higher education
should. train narrow specialists or personnel with a wider range of knowlege, the

basic pattern of higher education in the Soviet Union has remained *fundamentally

the same as in the 1960s.

Soviet higher educational establishments are essentially of two types: uni-

versities and institutes. Universities generally offer programs of instruction

in a Nariety of fields, primarily in the natural .and social sciences, while in-sti-

tutes usually concentrate on a single area of related specialties specifically

oriented toward a given sector of the economy, hgriC4tUre or medicine. The

training'provided,by universities is generally somewhat broader and of a more

theoretical nature than that provided by institutes. From among the 22 specialty

groups of higher educational programs in the Soviet Union, a group referred to as

'university specialties' is singled out as a discreet category. Specialties in

this category, which include physics, mathematics, biology, etc. as well as social

sciences and humanities, appear to have a greater similarity to lields of study

pursued by students in U.S. colleges and universities than do many of tbe more

:Aarrow, applied speciilties offered in Smiiet institutes. Even in the university

specialties', however, higher education in the Soviet Union is far more functionally

oriented than in tbe U.S., but is in this cast designed with a view toward profes-

sional occupations in basic research or teaching as opposed to the more narrowly

applied industrial orientation of most Other specialties in the'U.S.S.R.

Of a total of 856 kigher educational establishment's in the U.S.,S.R. in 1975,

there were 63 universivies. Over the last three decadet, Soviet universities

have fairly consistently accounted for about 12 percent of the total number of

graduates from higher educational'establishments. While the percentage of graduates

from higher educational establishments that have been trained in universities is

relatively small, university triining is generally considered to.be,qualitatively

superior to training received in institutes.

There are three basic types of'instruction programs offered in Soviet higher

educational establishments: regular day, evening, and extension-correspondence.

The lstter two involve part-time study and are frequently comprehended under the,

term "without time-off from production". Evening ind correspondence programs,

while employing identical teaching methods as full-time programs,.affer in intensity

and amount of time devoted to instruction. The quality of part-time programs,

7
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especially of the extension-correspondence type, hi;s beer: questioned because of

high drop-out rates, excessive absenteeism, and probably inferior instruction.
One U.S. analyst states categorically that the engineers trained in such programs
"would not be considered to be professionally trained engineers in the United
States."1 The advantages of this type of education to Soviet planners is that
it allows the channeling of a large number of young people toward the pursuit
of higher education while not removing them frosatthe laboi force. It also-allows
for a substantial reduction in the cost of education ro the,state, as students
engaged in part-time programs are for the most part self-supporting.

At the end of the 1950s and early 1960s, evening,and correspondence education
had become the predominant means of training specialists in Soiet higher educa-
tional establishments, accounting for 51.7 percent of total enrollment in the
1960-61 academic year and 58.9 percent by 1965-66 (see Appendix Table 6). In the
mid-1960s, however, full-time instruction was given increased emphasis, so that by

1975, enrollment in evening and correspondence programs had fallen to about 46.5
percent of total enrollment, and the ratio of first-year part-time students had

- decreased to about 40 Percent of the total. Soviet sources admit that this
increased emphasis on full-time instruction begtnning in the mid-1960s was at
least in part in recognition of qualitative advantagei of full-time educational
programs.

The United States has no h
the Soviet extension-corresponde
their higher education through
and full-time students in the nit

ucational programs that are comparable to
pe programs. Although many students obtain
e study, the distinction between.part-titie

States is made only on the basis of the
number of courses in which a student is enrolled during any partioUlar semester.
The overall requirements for obtaining a degree are the same for part-time as for
full-time studentsv.and part-time students are notisingled out to attend different
classes with diffelent instructors from full-time students.. Thus, the level of
qualification of individuals Who obtain aildegree through pari-time study does not

differ from that of individuals who obtail a degree thrqugh full,time study..

Students who slesire to enter Sqviet higher educational establishments must.

I

have completed their secondary education, Whether in ge eral educational, voca-
tional-teChnical, or specialized secondary schools. St dents are chosen competi-
tive/y, on the bisis of competitive entrance examinations as well as'marks in

secondary school. In,contrast to the standardized national entrance examinations,
such as. the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the American College Testing Program's

assessment tests, that often serve as extremely important admissions criteria
for many U.S. colleges and universities, Soviet entranc# examinations are exclu-
sively of the achievement-test rilher than aptitude-test variety (the latter were
officially banned in 1936). As individual institutioni, formulate their own o
examination questions, they can vary their own standargi of admission. Depending

on.the higher educational establishment, examinations 4e required in three to
five subjects from among the following: Russian languqe and literature, mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, history, geography, loreign'lSnguages.

Annual quotas on admissions for each sPecialty wit* each higher educationar
establishment are determined by the central government on the basis of a demand
schedule for various specialists in the national economy. Every application

to a higher educational establishmen't must be iccompanied with the applicant's
personal documents and must specify the specialty for which he,is seeking to gain

admission. Thus, only one application can be madt at any one time. Taking the

1 David W. Bronson, "Scientific and Engineering Manpower in the USSR and
Employment in R&D", in Soviet Economic Prospects for the Seventies, p. 564,

. Joint Economic Committee (U.S. Congress, 1973). ,
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U.S.S.R. as a whole, quotas probably function as a more important Aetermin..-t

of the overall academic ability of all students admitted to higher education.1
estAblishments than do entrance examinations, in that at those higher edutati%ral
'establishments that recetve relatively few applications compared with the rer
of places available, lea.qualified applicanes are admitted so as to fill the
\admissions quotas.

i

While all students who have completed a iecondary education are eigible
to apply for admission to higher educational establishments in the Soviet Union,
the generil secondary sehools are essentially the training ground for higher
education. Appendix Table 3 shows the percentage of secondary school graduates

ft

who are admitted to.higher educational establishments. As the percentage i
based On the number of graduates of general secondary schools only while the
admissions figures include graduates of secondary specialized and vocational-
technical schools as well as some students who graduated from secondary schools
in precedin&years, the percentage of admissions is probably somewhat exajgerated,
The percentage of those secondary school graduates who are adRitted to hiver,
education bas been cpnsistently declining since,1965, so that tn 1979 only a'..,-ut
one out of every four secondary school graduates was admitted to a higher e-!t.,::-

tional establishment. In the United States, by contrast, framabout 75 percent .

of all high school Oaduates enter higher educational institutions. On the other
hand, while the United States has a greater'proportion of secondary education 1:

. graduates entering higher educational institutions than does the Soviet Union,
attritinn rates are much higher. About 80 percent of those admitted,to higher
educational establishM'ents in the Soviet Union complete their unaergraduate 4

education and receive a diploma, whereas only about 55 percent of those students
who enroll in U.S. Colleges go on to receive their bachelors degrees.

In the Soviet Union, an academic program, specifying the sequence.of courses,
the distribution of theoretical and practical work, the length of time of instruc-

tion, examinaZions, and so forth is formulated for each specialty by the central
.

government, although individual higher educational establishments have authority

to introduce minor changes. Academic programs are designed to equip the student
to perform a given occupational/job depending on the specialty. The length of
training from the time of enteing the higher educational establishment to receipt
of the diploma is frolm four to 'five-and-a-half years. Most of the science and
engineering specialties invol e fgur-and-a-half to five years of training.
,

Academic programs generilly contain from 40 to 50 different courses or subject
which'the student must complete. These subjects are,organized into cycles: socio-

economic, general scientifie, and specialized. In the higher' educational institutLr.
in the engineering-industr±al branch, a general engineering cycle is included in
addition sp the other three cycles.

General theoretical disciplines, including mathematics, physics and chemistr.,
are coveped during the first three to three-and-one-half years of the higher

educational program. Following the first phase of higher education, more intensive
study directed toward the narrow field of specialization is undertaken. In the

academic program for the physics specialty, for example, the general scientific
cycle includes courses in mathematics, general physics, astronomy, theoretical
physic% methods of solving applied problems on a computer, and the basics of radio

electronics. The.specialized cycle includes cOurses such as low temperature
physics, molecular physics, optics and spectroscopy. .During the last half-year
of the higher educational program, students prepare for state examinattons or for
defense of a dfploma-Osnje (similar to a thesis) bef9re the state examination

ct'
board. .The instruction ti e in most Soviet higher educational programs is usuall
one-and-a-half to two tiMes as great as that in the U.S. colleges and-universities.

r )
,
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In detailed comparisons of physics curricula as offered in Soviet universities

and'in major U.S. universities (M.I.T. and Columbia) in the mid-1950s, the authors

concluded that the science-content of the Soviet 5-year physics xurricula examined

compared favorably with.that offered by the best U.S. universities) 'They found

that the Soviet physics curricula were well structured, building on a broad theo-

retical foundation in the earlier years of study to a highly sophisticated leve: 4

of specialized training in'the last year of study that is not usually included

U.S. education prior to the first or second year of the graduate school program.

These col{cIusions were reaffirmed in a major U.S. study. of Soviet education made

in 1961.2 1116 that study, the author found that , although the general physics

curric444,,,,-Moviet universities had been restructured since the mid-1950s so as

to reduce the number of weeks 'of instruction and intensify the number of weele. s of

industrial practicaassignments, the academic subject matter content had not been

significantly affected by these alterations.

Although comparisons of-U.S. and Soviet physics curricula indicated that a

specialist who has completed the Soviet 5-year physics curricula (in the regular

day program, at least) has a oomparable, perhhos somewhat better, professional

preparation than a student who has completed four years of college work plus one

year of graduate training in physicsiat a U.S. university, results of.studies

comparing Soviet to U.S. engineering programs were less conclrsiv,e. One author

found that, "Discounting the vocationally orientAd store of precarious knowledge

a Soviet engineering graduate possesses after his five years of training, we

conclude that in terms of basic engineering preparation he does not achieve S

appreciably'if at all a higher level of competency in his five years-of training

than his American counterpart does aft.er a 4-year course."3 However, another

evaluation conducted about the same time, which focused on electrical arikineeri

curricula, found that the level of catipetency attained by a Soviet student after

five-and-a-half years of study corresponded to that of a student who had completed

a masters degree at a U.S. university.4

,
Unfortunately, more recent detailed comparisons of/curricula in Soviet and.

U.S. higher educational programs are not available; hmrever, the structure of the

Soviet higher educatiorfal program does not appear to have undergone'any major

I Alexander G. Korol, Soviet Educaiion for Science and nology (Wiley and Sons,

1957); and E.M. Corson, An Analysis of the Five-Year Phy Program at !'lpscou-

State University (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1959).

2 Nicholas DeWitt, Education and Professional Employment in the USSR (National

Science Foundation, 1961).

3 Korol, 22. cit., p. 357.

4 P.A. Abetti and G.F. Lincks, Electrical Engineering
Eduaation in the USSR, as

cite'd by DeWitt, 22. cit., p. 785.
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changes that would call into question tAe conclusions of these earlier studies.1
The substantive variations in Soviet undergraduate training from field to field
as well as fundamental differences in orientation from U.S. ,uhdergraduate progranz
make.direct overall comparisons of the.quality of U.S. and Soviet higher education
unfeasit:le. Comparisons of the level of training received in specific specialty
areas, however, indicate that the level of professional attainment of a science
or engineering graduate of Soviet higher educational establishments (in the fv.11-
time prograts, at least) is about the same as or occasionally higher than the .

level of attainment of a-sciente or engineering graduate of a U.S. college or
university.

-Part-tide higher educational progrdms in the Soviet Union, however, which
are generally conceded to offer abbreviated, substandard instruction, still

account for approximately. 40 percent of total graduation frOm Soviet higher
educational establishments. In adaition, while the high degree of specialization
and applied functional orientation of the Soviet highdr.educational process may

!al
be an asset in th d velopment of specialists with the al41ity to attain the
short-term techno ical targets of the Soviet economiclilan, the more flexible,
broader based education received in U.S. higher educational institutions appear-
to produce specialists who art better prepared to meet the longer term goals of
a society with an ability to innovate, an adaptability to technological change,
and a greater latitude fo interfield mobility ai the demiands of the economy
change.

Figure 3 shows urrnrgTduate enrollment at higher educational institutiont
for the United States and the Soviet Union for 1960 to 1978. Figure 4 shows
U.S.S.R. diplomas and U.S. bachelors degrees conferred for the.same period.
From 1960 to 1978, both total enrollment and total graduation from higher educa-
tional institutions in tne United States showed a greater increase than in the
U.S.S.R. In 1978,.there were over l0 million students enrolled in undergraduate .

programs in U.S. higher educational institutions and nearly one million,bachelor§
degrees conferred. In the Soviet Union during the same year, there were about
5 million students enrolled in higher educattonal establishments and about 770,000
graduations, with part time programs accounting for 38 percent of total 1L

graduation. (See Appendix Table 9 for a breakdown of full.and part time enro117.ent
by field.) As a percent of college age population, the U.S. had about three
times the number of students enrolled at higher educationaljnstitutions
in 1978 as did the Soviet Union dond had Elio-out one-and-bne-half times as many gradua-
tions of the 22/23 ftar old population. (See Appendix Tabled 6 and 7.).

1 An exchange of detailed curricular materials for physics and chemical engineering .

was included in the original work plans for the Training and Utilization Subgroup
of the U.S.-U.S.S.,R. Joint Working Group in tht Field of Science Policy. Although
the U.S. members of the subgroup provided such materials to the Soviet Union, the

Soviet side provided such'curricular material for only the social sciences and
humanities. Search of available literature during the timeframe for completing
the present report did not disclose a current Soviet academic program in the
physical 6ciences or engineering specialties. Thus,- while the Soviet member47
of the subgroup, to whom detailed curricular materials for both countries were
presumably available, stated at a joint meeting in 1978 that in their view the
requirements for obtaining a masters degree in the U.S.,basicallY corresponded
to the requirements for completing an undergraduate education in the U.S.S.R.,
the Soviet curricular materials nedessary to confirm this more recent comparison
are not available to the authors of this report.
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Appendix Table 8 shows U.S. bachelors degrees and U.S.S.R.4diplomas conferred

by major field of study for 1960 to1979.,, Data for1978 are summarized in Figure 5.
Figures for Soviet graduates in the physical and life sciences and mathematics are
estimates based on two-thirds of graduation in "university specialties" to which
graduation in geology-prospecting, geodesy-cartography, and hydrology-meteorology
have been added. While there were almost 30 percent more total,graduations from
undergraduate programs in theAnited States as in the Soviet Union, in the engi-
neering fields the Soviet Union graduated almost 6 times the number of specialists
as did the United States. Even allowing for the probably inferior instruction of
approximately one-thrid of Soviet engineering graduates who were enrolled in part-
time programs (See Appendix Table 9), the difference is substantial.

While the United States graduates about two times as many specfalists in the
physical and life sciences and mathematics as does the Soviet Union, in the s,cience
and engineering fields as a whale the Soviet Union graduatesabout twice as many
specialists as does the United States (8.6 percent of the 22/23 year old population
as opposed to.4.3 percent).

Graduate Training

Soviet graOate training is conducted at universities, other institutions of
higher education and at many of the research.organizations maintained by Soviet
academies of scies and various industiial Ministries. Graduate training iS
offered by over 20000 such scientific and higher educational institutions, of which
600 are higher edçaJonal institut,ions. In 1975, graduate training at universities
accounted for 26: rmegt pf the training of graduate students.

Two gragparlydegrees are awarded in the$oviet educational system: Candieate
of Science *and PlitOtt"..41? Science. The awarding of the Candidate of Science degree

ly, 4ccurs Otet the graduate siudent has completed an agreed upon course
udy 6rld has wtitten and defended a dissertation. There are exceptions to both
ourse of study and aissertation requirements. The Doctor of Science degree

involves no prescribed course of study and is generally awarded in recOgnition of
scientific achievement rather than for completion of a prescribed educational program.

,Entrance into formal graduate study (aspirantura) is competitive and based on
the results of entrance examinations. Some specialists within the system may seek
a Candidate degree without formal instruction by basing their research and disserta-
tion preparation on their professional experience. However, more than 70 percent
o'f those seeking Candidate of Science degrees enter graduate programs as aspirants
of the degree.

Graduate education may be pursued while the student is working or the student
may be given time off from employment. Full-time graduate study takes three years
and must begin before the student is 35 years old. Four years of study are reqt.ired
for those aspirants who do hot,have time off from productiop, and the person must

1 Apart from the specialties in geology/prospecting, geodesy-cartography and hydro-

logy-meteorology, which are classified ai 'engineering' by Soviet definitions but
which are classified under physical sciences by U.S. definitions, Soviet enrollment
and graduation in specialties in the physical and life sciencls and mathematics
are included in two other of the 22 specialty groups: a large number of specialties
in these fields are included in the "university specialties" group and a few are
included in the "specialties of pedagogical and cultural higher educational insti-
tutions" group. While data are available on ;enrollment and graduation by specialty
group,-they are not available by individual specialty. As a rough estimate of
enrollment and graduation in the physical and life sciences and mathematics, two-
thirds of total enrollment and graduation in "university specialties" plus that in
the'geology-prospecting, geodesy-cartography and hydrology-meteorology groups has
been used in this report.
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doctorate degree, while the Soviet Doctor of Science degree-appears to.be awar:
to persons of greater expertise:particularly in terms of research accomplishre-ts,
than the U.S. doctorate degree. Thus, direct numexical comparisons are mo-e
useful in illustrating relative trends in graduate educttion in the two countriec
than as indicators of net additions to the stock of advanced degree holders.

Relative trends in enrollment and graduatiops in graduate education in t

Unitea States and the Soviet Union are,shown in Figures 6 and 7. The U.S.S.R.
shows a distinct leveling off in both enrollment and graduation af aspirants
beginning in 1967,-1968, with enrollment actually declining in the most recent
years. The U.S. shows a consistent increase in both enrollment and graduatinn
of graduate students until-the id 1970s, with al leveling off or decline thereafter.

Appendix Table 11 shows t e breakdown of graduate student enrollment in the
United States and the Soviet Union by major field of study for 1960 to 1974.
About 75 percent of Soviet aspirant enr41ment is in the fields of science and
engineering as compared with about 20 percent of total U.S. masters and doctorate
enrollment occuring in these fieldg. In addition, the percentage of total U.S.
graduate enrollment in these fields has been steadily declining since 1960.

It should be noted tha; the United States has a far greater proportion of
giaduate students enrolled in the field of education than does the Soviet Unio:-.
This has implications for the quality of general training of students in the t--
edacational_systems. To the_extent that an advanced degree denotes a higher q...a...L;
input into the educational system, it appears that the United States is staffin
its schools,' grades K-12 and colleges with persons with more graduate training,
and Aus of higher quality, than is the SovietrUnion.

Appendix Table:12 shows the number of U.S. and U.S.S.R. specialists with
advanced degrees (U.S. doctorate degrees and U.S.S.R. Candidate of Science and
Dootor of Science degrees),by field. As a quantitative indicator of the magnitude
of graduate education in the-ewo countries, these data provide a more realistic
picture than do comparisons of figures on graduate enrollment, for the reasons
discussed above, The table shows that the Soviet Union now has approximately
the same total number of specialists with advanced degrees as does the United
States, and more than twice the number of engineers with advaneed degrees. From
among the major aggregate branches of science, the United States leads the Soviet
Union in the number of specialists with advanced degrees in only the social
sciences and the humanities. (The data are summarized in Figure*9).

There is no Soviet equivalent to the U.S1 masters degree. The Soviet aspiran:
.graduaee has completed the required instructional components of his graduate traininc
and.has only to complete the dissertation to be awarded the Candidate of Scierce
degree, and thus has a higher level training than a U.S. masters degree holder.
Masters degree holders, however, represent a large'reservoir of persons with
scientific tiaining-who fill critical middle echelon positions in U.S. industry
and government. In 1978, there were over 300,090 masters degrees conferred by
U.S. universities, with about 40,000 in the science and engineering fields (See
Appendix Table 10).

.
Figure 8 shows the number of U.S. masters and doctoral.degrees relative t-

the Estimated number of U.S.S.R. Candidate degrees,conferred in the engineering
' fields for 1960 to 1976. ,When masters degrees are included in assessing the
total number of'engineers being produced annually, with degrees higher than the
baccalaureate level, the United States leads the Soviet Union: However, there
Are substantially more Candidate degrees conferred annuall.y in the engineering
fields than doctorates,' which is the nearest U.S. equivalent.
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'enter before age 45. There is no'age limit for persons who intend to wrfee and

'defend &dissertation, but who do'not enter formal graduate programs as aspirants.

Students undertaking graduate level training are generally supported by either

special stdte stipends or b.), the organIzations for which they work. A
-

For hil graduate level students pursuing the Candidate of Sciencidegree,

whether through'formal graduate instruction or
independently, an indiv. dual plan

of study is set up by the student and his academic committee. Each graduate student

is assigned a scientif,ic
supervisorjusually a Doctor of Science or Professor) who

assists the student in selecting the dissertation topic. Full-time graduate student's

must do research on a
theoretical level in an area or field recognized as being on

the frontier of,knowledge. Correspondence studenti generally select a topic related

to their jobs and defend their disiertatrons before the academic councils' at CIE:

institutions at which they study.

-
'In contrast to Soviet graduate training, the U.S. tystem of graduate education,

although differing in requirements among fields oi study and from one university to

another, generally involves at both the masters and doctorate level, a set sequence

of course work, examinations, research, thesis or dissertation, and defense. The

masters degree program is generally from one tp two years in duration, while the

doctorate requires three to six years depending on field and institution. Graduate

degrees in the U.S. are only awarded by institutions of higher education.

There areoseveral important aspects of Soviet graduate training which contrast

'to that in the United States. Soviet universities, considered by both Soviet and

foreign scholars to provide the highest quality training, enroll only Aout 26

percent,of the persons pursuing advanced training while'the majority are trained

at research institutions. It appears that the resea?th inititute-trained students

are more oriented towatd meeting the needs of the specific institutions at which

they study than toward broader training with more of.a theoretical and basic

science content. This becomes apparent in the dissertation topics telected and

approved by the research.institutions as opposed to those dissertations supervised

at universities. In addition to lectures, Soviet graduate training includes a

significant amount oftlaboratory research related to the current.work of the

research institution or the contract work currently in progress'at the universities.

Thus, Soviet formal graduate training programs have more applied science content

than do U.S. programs,
especially the U.S. sioctoral degree level..

Soviet data on enrollment and graduation of graduare students show only those

students who are enrolled in formal graduate training
(aspirantura) leading to ihe

Candidate'of Science degree. Thus, not included in the data are those students who

are seeking a Candidate degree without entering a formal graduate program, those

students who have graduated from formal graduate program and are currentV

studying for Candidateexaminations or working on their Candidate dissertaion or

defense, and those students who are Conducting their research for the Doctor of

Science degree. In addition, while data are publfshed on the total number of

Doctor of Science and Candidate of Science degree hOlders in the economy as a

whole, data on the number of advanted,degrees conferred
annually are not published

in the Soviet Statistical Handbook.1 The incompleteness of Soviet published data

on number of students pursuing a graduate education and on advanced degrees cOnferred

makes strictly numerical comparisons of U.S. and Soviet graduate education difficult%

Apart'from the differences.in reported statistics
noted'aboye, numerical com-

parison of Soviet and U.S..graduate education is further
complicated by the fact

that the levels of qualification of U.S. and Soviet advanced degree holders are

not Strictly comparable: the Candidate Of Science degree appears to be a'higher 411

level of qualification
than the U.S, masters ilegree but sfightly less than the U.S.

".1

Efforts have been made to e timate U.S.S.R. advanced degrees conferred annually

by field of science; see, r,examPle, Jote0h S. COnlin Jr., Soviet Professional

Scientiiic and Technical npower, Defense Intelligence Agency, ST-CS-01-49-74,

October 1973. '16
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Figure 8

US AND USSR ADVANCED DEGREES CONFERREP
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Table 1

U.S. AND U.S.S.R. EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF THE POPULATION: 1960-1977

1959-6;

47

1970 1975 1976 1977

Perrent

eollege, 4 Years or More 7.7

High School, 4 Years or More 33.4

Fifth Gracie, or More 50.6

Less than 5 Years of School 8.3

11.0 13.
14.7

44.2 48:6 44.4

39.5 3.3 32.0

5.3 4.2 1.9

0)
Number of Years

Median Leve4

u.s.i.R.2

10.6 12.2 12.3 12.4

Percent

Higher 2.6 5.0, 6.2 6.4

Incomplete Highflr. 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.6

Specialized Seco6dary 5.4
;

8.0 9.8 10.1

General Secondary 6.8 14.0 17.6 18.6

Incomplete Secondary 23.0 26.8 27.6 27.4

Primary and Less 61.0 44.6 37.3 35.9

Number of Years

Median Level 5.9 7.6 8.3 8.5

Data for persons 25 years of age or older.
7 Data for persons 16 years of age or older.

Sources: St.a.t.1stlraA_Abst.raq. or pu._11.111.ted States1'..1978;

USSR: Trends and Prospert!: in Ednrational Attainment, 19i9-85,

National roreign Asse,oment k1179-10)44,(June 19/9):

31.

15.4

49.5

31.4'

3.7

12.4'

ik.
6.7

1.5

10.4

19.8

27.1

34.5

8.7
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. TABLE 2

,

U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TOTAL EXPENDITURES \

..

40

ON EDUCATION: 1960-1979

1,

1960 1966 1970 19P5 1976 1977 1978 1979

V.S. Total (Billions of
Dollard) 24.7 . 45.2 70.4 111.1 121.8 131.0 104.4 151.5

(Percent of GNP) 5.0 6.3 74 : 7.6 7.5 7.3 7.1 .6.7,

U.S.S.R. Total (Billions
of Rubles) . 8.5 . 14.1 19.8 26.2 27.2 28.2 29.5 30.4

-

(Percent of GNP) NA C-5.4 5G5 5.8 , 5.4 5 1. 3 5.3 5.2

-

1

61.

/
. InclUding expenditures from the State Budget (which account for 7 to 80 iercent

of total expenditures on education) and expenditures financed by collective farms,
lrade unions and other non-budgetary sources.

r....

,

Sources: Statistical.Abstract of the United States, 1980, p. 140;
National Economy of the USSR in 1979, p. 555;
ational Economy of the USSR in 1969, p. 771;'

__

,

1:SCience Indicators 1978, National Science Board (1979), P. 141.

,
,
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-
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Table 9

U.S.S.R. FULL AND PART TIME GRADUATIONS FROM HIGHER EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTIONS, BY' MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY: 1975

Thousands
Pertent
Part TimeTotal Day Evening Correspondence

Engineering 272.1 172.2 53.6 46.2 36.7

Agriculture 53.9 36.0 - 17.8 33.1

Physical and
Life Sciences

and Mthematics1 (44:9) (29.2) (4.8) (10.9) . (35.0)

Other, 342.5 195.8 21.4 125.4 42.9

Total 713.4 433.3 79.7 200.4 39.3

---I Figures are estimates based on two-thirds of gradUations in "university

specialties" to which graduations in geology-prospecting, geodesy-

cartography, and hydrology-meteorolOgy have been added to approximate

U.S. definitions.

Source: Calculated on the basis of data contained in VSSR: Trends and

Prospects in Educational Attainment, 1959-85, p. 30, (National

Foreign,Assessment Center, ER 79-10344, June 1979).
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TABLE 10

U.S. MASTER's DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY: 1978

Agriculture & Natural Science 4,036

Architecture, Environmental Design 3,121

Area Studies' 925

Biological Sciences) 6,851

Business and Management 48,661

Communications 3,297

Computer 6 Information Sciences 3,038

Education 118,957

Engineering 16,409

Fine & Applied Arts 9,036

Foreign Languages 2,741

Health Professions 14,483

Home Economics 2,613

Law 1,786

Letters 10,02

Library Sciences 6,935

Mathematics 3,383

Military Sciences 45

Physical Sciences 5,576

Psychology 8,194

Public Affairs & Services 20,191

Social Scienceg, 14,660

Theoloiy

Interdisciplinary Studies 4,487

Total 312,816

Source: Earned Degrees Conferred, 1977-78, Summary Data,
National Center for Education Statistics, pp. 28-32.
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Table 11

U.S. AND U.S.S.R. GRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENT,

BY MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY: 1960-1974

*
Phymical & Life

Sciences and

U.S.

1960
1965

U.S.S.R. U.S. U.S.S.R. U.S.

1970 u

U.S.S.R. U.S.

1914

U.S.S.R.

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Nnmber Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Mathemat1cs 58,094 18.5 11.612 31.6 93,594 17.5 29,537 32.7 121,463 14.9 30,057 30.2 137,950 14.3 27.138 28.0

Engineering 36,636 11.7 13,936 37.9 57,516 10.7 35,733 39.6 64,788 8.0 39,979 40.2 56,037 5.8 3 947 41.2

Agricplture .5,493 1.7 2,877 7.8 8,039 1.5 7,323 8.1 10,432 1.3 6,312 6.3 12.601 1.3 .449 5.6

Edlation 44,993 30.2 956 2.6 150,300 28.1 1,480 1.6 257,605 31.6 2,097 f.1 327.113 33.9 2.242. 2.3

Other 119,133 37.9 7,373 20.1 225,883 42.2 16,221 18.0 361,919 . 44.3 20,982 21.1 431,299 44.7 22.163 22.9

Total 314,349 100.0 36,754 100.0,u535,312 100.0- 90,294 100.0 816,207 100.0 99,427 100.0 965.006 300-0 96.939 100.0

1
Includes both masters and doctorate degree enrollment in biological sciences, compnter and

Information sciences, health professions.

mathematics and physical sciences for the 0.S.; includes
enrollment In formal aspirant training In biology, chemistry, geology and

mineralogy, medicine and pharmacy, and physics and mathematics for tlie U.S.S.R.

'Source! Digest of Education Statistics
1979, p. 96, National Center for Education StAtistIcs;

iables from the soviet rfport on tie Training2nd_0tilizatig6 of Scientific tAineerIng And Technical Perscinnel In the U.S.S.R., p. 50.

(Stanford Resparch-Institute,-iri-rilary-fi'78).



Table 17

U.S. AND U.S.S.R SPECIALISTS WITH ADVANCED DEGREES,'

BT BRANCH OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING: -1974-1977

(Actual F1gures for United States;
Soviet Figures Rounded to Nearest Hundred)

Branches of Science
in which employed

U.S. beginning q.s. beginning U.S.S.H.,

of 1977 of 1975 of 1974 '

Per 1000

in.Labor

Number'-Force Number

Fir 1000
in Labor

Number Force'

Physical and Life Sciences 147,607 148.3 .143,976 160,000 160.3

Physics/Mathematics 34,778 ,34.9 34,631 36,500 36.5

Physics and Astronomy 17,911 17.9 16,793 -

Mathematics 16,867. 16.9 17,838 - -

Chemistry 29,640 29.7 29,548 19,500 19.5

Environmental Sciences 14,1/0 14-.1 13,842 15,200 15.2

Geology/Mineralogy 4,081. 4.1 4,023 11,600 11.6

Geography 7,103 7.1 6,140 3,600 q 3.6

Other Earth Sciences 2,986 2.9 3,679

Biology 39,324 39.4 38,463 25,300 25.3

Agriculture .
10,641 10.6 .10,070 17100 17.1

Medicine/Pharmaceutics 18,164 18.1 16,678 43,000 43.0

Veterinary Sciences 890 0.8 *. 744 3,400 3.4'

Engineering (Technical
Sciences) 49,481 49.7 44,113 102,900 103.1

Social Sciences 72,526 72.8 Q34,400 34.4

'Economics 16,376 16.0 14,408 23,300 23.3'

Law (Political Science) 17,735 17.7 -:. - 3,600 3.6

Education 10,467 10.5 6,200 6.2

Psychology 27,948 28.0 27,596 1,300 1.3

Humanities 55,355 55.6 35,700 35.7

Philosophy/Sociology 10,070 10.1 . 8,000 8.0

Language and Literature 26 , 040 26.1 - 12,600 12.§

History 14,237 14.3, - 13,400 13.4

Art 5,008 5.0 - 1,700 1.7

Architecture 923 0.9 - 1,100 1.1

Other (U.S.) 13,275 13.8 - - -

'Other (U.S.S.R.) - - - 7,100 7.1

Total 3)9,167 340,9 - 341,200 341.8

' For U.S., "Advanced Degrees" includes doctorates, for U.S.S.R., they

include boih Doctors df Science and Caddidates of Science. :

Sources: Louvan E. NoItingend Murray Feshbach; "R&D Employment in the USSR-

Definitions, Statiltics -and Comparisons" in Soviet Economy in a

Time of Change, Vol. Ii Jbint EconoMic Committee, p. 750 (U.S.

Congress, October 1979); and labor force figures from The National

Economy of the USSR in 1974, and Statistical Agbtract of the U.S.,

197S.
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